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General Regulation

1 Warnings

This regulation is subject to change for organizational needs by the organizing committee if changes 
are necessary, the committee will communicate it through the website, social channels and directly to 
any participants.

2 Participation

Open to anyone interested. For participation, a fee is paid for each author; participation is allowed both in the
photographic outing and in the Contest or in only one of the two sections. For the printing of the images, it is
possible to send only the digital format with printing by the committee but at the expense of the author for which
there is a contribution of 5 € for each photo to be paid together with the participation fee.

PARTICIPATION FEES

Photographic Outing in the cave 20 €

Contest 25 €

Photographic Outing + Contest 30 €

Printing contribution for the Contest 5 € for each photo sent

ATTENTION

REGISTRATION FEES FOR EVENTS RELATED TO Speleofotocontest 2.2 nextgen

DO NOT INCLUDE BOARD AND LODGING.

AND   DO NOT INCLUDE THE REGISTRATION FEE FOR THE ORMEA CONGRESS  

Contest

3 Maximum number of works

Each author can submit up to 5 works.
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4 Topic of the Contest

“The Four Elements”

Each author will have to freely interpret the theme of the four alchemical elements by describing his own idea of
speleology and telling it through the Air,  Water, Earth and Fire. The quality jury will  award a prize to the 4
photographs that best represent, at its sole discretion, each of the 4 "Elements":

1. Best Photo Element Water

2. Best Photo Element Air

3. Best Photo Element Earth

4. Best Photo Element Fire

also will be decreed the 

            Best photo SFC2.2

At the same time, the winners of the online "Web" and "Popular" vote prizes dedicated to Giovanni Badino will
be announced.

PLEASE NOTE.  Each work can be awarded only one prize among the "elements", "web" and "popular"
sections, the winning photo of the "best photo SFC2.2" award will be selected among all the photos in
the competition including those awarded in the other categories.

5 Format and method of submission
Works must have a minimum size of 20x30 cm and a minimum resolution of 300 dpi, printed works must be sent 

NO LATER THAN 30th APRIL 2022,
to the address

Associazione culturale SpeleoFotocontest

Via Curtatone, 8

56021, Cascina (Pi) Italy

Works in digital format can be sent by email, cloud or transfer to the address:

infospeleofotocontest@gmail.com

THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MISUNDERSTANDINGS,
DELAYS  OR  LOSSES  DURING  SHIPMENT.  WORKS  RECEIVED  AFTER  THE  DEADLINE  WILL  NOT  BE
ACCEPTED, ALL MATERIAL SENT WILL NOT BE RETURNED

For photos sent in digital  format with printing by the committee,  if  they are not admitted to the
contest, any printing fee already paid will be refunded in a manner to be agreed upon.
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In  order  to  avoid  unpleasant  damage  to  the  images,  we  recommend  using  bubble  wrap  envelopes  with  a
reinforcing card inside and the words "handle with care" "do not fold".
Any application received incomplete or without the receipt of payment will be held in abeyance until the deadline
after which, if the application is not completed, it will not be definitively admitted and the material sent will not be
returned.

6 Payment of the registration fee
Payment of the entry fee must be made by transfer to the following bank account

.Beneficiar  y  :     Soldo  
IBAN:     IT91 J030 6912 7111 0000 0011 232  

BIC/Swift:     BCITITMM  
Ban  k  :     Intesa Sanpaolo Spa  

Causal identification number: 28562759

It is essential that you enter the ID number in the reason for payment without any
other information!

NO LATER THAN   30/04/2022  

Please  send  the  application  form together  with  a  signed  copy  of  these  regulations  and  the  fee
payment receipt. Only complete applications received by the deadline will be considered valid.

7 Instructions and Attachments

Each application form must be sent with an information sheet attached, as per the model for each
work  submitted,  as  well  as  the  relevant  disclaimers  for  the  use  of  the  works.  The  forms  to  be
completed for the submission of the application and the disclaimers can be downloaded from the
website www.speleofotocontest.com

8 Jury and Voting
The jury is made up of experienced caver-photographers of proven quality. It is appointed by the Organising
Committee and its judgement will be unquestionable. The popular session consists of a judgement entrusted to
the visitors of the exhibition. For the "WEB PRIZE" the votes will come from the Facebook page according to the
criteria set out in the dedicated regulations in the appendix. Members of the jury and the organising committee
are not admitted to the competition.

9 Awards
The verdict of the jury and the awarding of prizes to the winners will be announced at the end of the competition
on 04/06/2022. Winners who are unable to attend will receive their prizes by ordinary post or by courier, the
shipment  will  be  paid  for  by  the  committee,  which,  however,  will  not  be  responsible  for  any  delays,
misunderstandings or losses.
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10 Copyrights
The  organizing  committee  reserves  the  right  to  publish  in  the  future  the  images  received,  excluding  any
commercial use, except for further free authorization.
The  organizing  committee  reserves  the  right  to  publish  the  images  received  in  the  future,  excluding  any
commercial use, except for further authorization free of charge, and guaranteeing in any case the citation of the
author who, at the time of registration, grants Speleofotocontest a Creative Common BY-NC license.

11 Return of the Photos
The works will not be returned and will remain as patrimony of the organizing committee for exhibitions in the
following editions of Speleofotocontest or for other social initiatives of speleophotographic divulgation. The C.O.
will keep all image rights of the author and will exclude any commercial use unless authorized free of charge by
the author.

12 Prizes
Each winner will receive a trophy depicting the "Sentinel", the symbol of the association and its commitment to
the  protection  of  the  hypogeal  environment.  Additional  prizes  offered  by  sponsors  or  other  institutions  are
possible, but not binding.

13 Liability

The works will be treated with the utmost care and attention; however, the Organising Committee declines any
responsibility for any loss, theft or damage caused during the shipment of the works.
any responsibility for any loss, theft or damage caused during the shipment and throughout the entire period of
the exhibition

Registration for Speleofotocontest 2.2 nextgen implies full acceptance of these Regulations.

Date: ____________ Name _______________________Surname_____________________________________

Readable signature __________________________________________________

I declare that I have read the regulations and expressly accept them without reservation with specific
reference to points 10 Copyright, 11 Return and 13 Liability.

Date: ____________ Name ________________________Surname_____________________________________

Readable signature __________________________________________________
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Rules for the "Web Prize 

To participate in the prize, you must be a registered member of the SPELEOFOTOCONTEST 2.2 nextgen. All
photos admitted in the SpeleoFotoContest 2.2 nextgen are at the same time admitted in the "Web Prize". 

From the day after the deadline for photo submissions, all regularly received works will be published on the official
Facebook page  www.facebook.com/speleofotocontest in  a  specially  created album that  will  be  regularly
shared on the page itself as well as on Twitter and Instagram profiles.

On Friday 4th June at 12:00 noon, the data relating to the likes received by each photo will be gathered and
the photo with the most likes will win the prize. 

Each user will be able to vote for all photos but only once according to Facebook's way of attributing likes. Both
likes and other forms of judgement proposed by Facebook with other types of emoticons will be considered valid
votes. 

Each author will be free to share the link to their work on social networks and other sites. It is allowed to share
both on personal profiles and on other pages or groups or other websites. 

However, should the Organising Committee find any anomalies or irregularities committed by the authors of the
photos, such as the use of software or other means aimed at fraudulently increasing the number of likes, it
reserves  the  right  to  penalise  the  photo  until  definitive  exclusion  from the  single  prize  or  from the  entire
competition. 

Registration for Speleofotocontest 2.2 nextgen implies full and unreserved acceptance of these rules.

Date: ______________Name _______________________Surname____________________________________

Readable signature __________________________________________________
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